Investigation of maternal environmental exposures in association with self-reported preterm birth☆
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A B S T R A C T
Identification of maternal environmental factors influencing preterm birth risks is important to under-
stand the reasons for the increase in prematurity since 1990. Here, we utilized a health survey, the
US National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) to search for personal environmental
factors associated with preterm birth. 201 urine and blood markers of environmental factors, such as aller-
gens, pollutants, and nutrients were assayed in mothers (range of N: 49–724) who answered questions
about any child born preterm (delivery <37 weeks). We screened each of the 201 factors for associa-
tion with any child born preterm adjusting by age, race/ethnicity, education, and household income.
We attempted to verify the top finding, urinary bisphenol A, in an independent study of pregnant women
attending Lucille Packard Children’s Hospital. We conclude that the association between maternal urinary
levels of bisphenol A and preterm birth should be evaluated in a larger epidemiological investigation.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Preterm birth has complex etiology and identification of envi-
ronmental factors that influence its risk is a priority. Factors
postulated to influence risk for preterm birth include those associ-
ated with adverse lifestyle and behavior, such as stress, smoking,
drug use, and nutrition (as summarized in references in [1,2]).

However, lifestyle and behavior represent a complex mixture of
environmental exposures, such as particulates in air pollution or
specific nutrients in food [3]. Pregnant women are exposed to a
multitude of environmental factors [4]. Simultaneous investigation
of a multitude of exposures is challenged by a lack of comprehen-
"
chances of reverse causality, we chose individuals who reported having their last birth at least 1 year prior to the survey. In doing so, the search for factors correlated with history of preterm birth is exploratory as measurement of exposures is subsequent to the delivery event.

The second objective of the study included exploration of the correlations between a top data-driven finding, bisphenol A, in an independent cohort study of 37 consenting pregnant women attending Lucile Packard Children's Hospital at Stanford University Medical Center. In this study we observed nominally higher levels of urinary bisphenol A in mothers who went on to have a preterm birth.

2. Material and methods


We used the NHANES to conduct a systematic scan of directly assayed maternal environmental factors associated with self-reported preterm birth. We downloaded all available NHANES laboratory and questionnaire data for 1999–2000, 2001–2002, 2003–2004, and 2005–2006 surveys. Each survey is an independent and non-overlapping sampling of participants representative of the United States population administered by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the National Centers for Health Statistics (NCHS) [10–13].

NCHS asked eligible participants how many times they have been pregnant (“How many times have you been pregnant?”), the age of their last pregnancy (“How old were you at the time of your last birth?”), how many births resulted in “low birth weight” infants (“How many of your children weighed less than 5.5 pounds at birth?”). For individuals that answered “yes” to having a low birth weight infant, they were subsequently asked how many infants were born preterm (“How many children born preterm? A preterm delivery is one that occurs at 36 weeks or earlier in pregnancy.”). Therefore, participants with a history of preterm birth were restricted to those who had low birth weight children. No information was provided about the mode of preterm delivery, such as iatrogenic or labor induced. Further, no information was provided regarding whether preterm births were singleton or non-singleton. There were 1446, 1550, 1415, and 1361 participant mothers who had at least 1 live birth in the 1999–2000, 2001–2002, 2003–2004, and 2005–2006 surveys respectively, a total of 5772 mothers in all surveys. We then restricted this sample of 5772 participants to those who reported at least one pregnancy just one year prior to the time of survey to lessen the impact of exposures being measured too distant pregnancies from the gestational period of interest. This restriction yielded a total sample of 780 participants. Those who responded yes to having any preterm children were classified as participants with history of preterm birth (N = 62) possible and those who responded to not having any preterm births were classified as a no history of preterm birth (N = 718).

Laboratory data included serum, urine, or water measures of environmental factors (Fig. 1B). We analyzed factors that were a direct measurement of environmental factors (e.g., amount of pesticide or heavy metal in urine or blood or amount of chemical compound in tap water sources of participants). There were 304 of these factors that were linkable to eligible participants with different sample sizes ranging from 2 to 62 participants with history of preterm and 44 to 700 without history of preterm birth. We eliminated from consideration 52 of these variables that had fewer than 10 participants with history of preterm. We further removed from consideration 51 variables because 99% of the observations were under the NCHS documented limits of detection. We also verified whether any variables that had NCHS documented limits of detection had a majority (>99%) of detected values belonging to participants who had a history of preterm birth. Supplementary Table 1 shows the number of participants with detected and non-detected factor values stratified by history of preterm. We found that none of the environmental variables were exclusively detected in participants with history of preterm birth (Table S1). No substitutions were made for variable values that were reported as less than the limit of detection. This left 201 variables (Fig. 1B) in diverse categories such as infectious agents (13 bacteria and 11 viruses), 23 polychlorinated biphenyls, 6 dioxins, 7 di-alkyl pesticide metabolites, 22 pesticides, 32 nutrients, 21 heavy metals, 4 furans, 9 hydrocarbons, 3 phenols, 11 phthalates, 6 phytoestrogens, 9 polyfluorochemicals, and 20 volatile organic compounds measured in participants’ tap water or serum. Of these, 40 serum-measured variables representing lipophilic compounds, including furans, polychlorinated biphenyls, and organochlorinated pesticides were reported on both a whole weight in serum ("unadjusted") as well as relative to total serum lipids ("lipid-adjusted") basis. For these variables in our scan, we analyzed the whole-weight variables and compared the estimates and p-values of the whole weight variables to the lipid adjusted variables. In summary, the 201 environmental factors were measured in varying numbers of participants, ranging from N = 106 to N = 762. Individuals are selected randomly based on their demographic characteristics for the complex, stratified survey [14].

2.2. Systematic scan of environmental biomarkers of exposure associated with self-reported preterm birth

Our analysis consisted of performing 201 survey-weighted logistic regressions, where history of preterm birth was the dependent variable and modeled as a function of each environmental factor and age, race-ethnicity, education and socioeconomic status (SES), and number of births. For SES we used the tertile of poverty index (participant’s household income divided by the time-adjusted poverty threshold), as previously described [5,6]. Race-Ethnicity was grouped as: Mexican American, Non-Hispanic Black, Non-Hispanic White, Other Hispanic, or Other. We chose these factors for adjustment as they are known to be associated with preterm birth and likely also associated with exposure [1]. We used R survey module for all survey-weighted analyses [15] with appropriate pseudo-strata, pseudo-sampling units, and weights to accommodate the complex sampling of the data. We chose weights corresponding to the smallest sub-sample for each environmental factor tested. Because of the comparison between individuals with and without history of preterm birth, exposure measurements follow the delivery events.

We transformed continuous measurements to “z-scores” (number of standard deviations from the mean) to compare effect sizes; specifically, effect sizes for these variables denote change in odds for preterm birth for a change in 1 standard deviation of exposure. For binary variables, such as presence/absence assays for infectious agents, effect sizes denote change in odds for preterm birth for those with a factor versus those without.

To account for multiple hypotheses, we calculated the false discovery rate (FDR), the estimated proportion of false discoveries made versus the number of total discoveries made for a given significance level [16]. Specifically, we used the Benjamini–Hochberg step-down procedure to compute the FDR [16]. We ranked findings from lowest to highest FDR (which corresponds to the lowest to highest p-values). We considered factors that achieved an FDR less than 40–50% to be the least susceptible to be a spurious finding and worth examining further in an independent cohort of patients attending Stanford Hospital and Clinics.
2.3. Examination of bisphenol A in patients at Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford

All women consented for their urine samples to be used in research and the study was approved by the Stanford University School of Medicine Internal Review Board (Protocol number 12003). We collected maternal urine samples at different points during gestation in women at Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford, a tertiary care birth and pediatric hospital. Individuals who had spontaneously delivered prior to 37 weeks of gestation (n = 16) were classified as having preterm birth while the reference group contained participants who had births at greater than or equal to 37 weeks gestational age (n = 21). Gestational age was defined as weeks from last menstrual period, and confirmed with earliest ultrasound available. If dating by first available ultrasound was more than 7 days different (for first trimester ultrasound), or more than 14 days different (for second trimester ultrasound), gestational age was based on first available ultrasound. We sampled each woman’s urine at a single point during gestation (mean gestational age for urine collection was 30.5 and 29.8 for those having preterm and not having preterm births respectively). The range of gestational age for sample collection was 23–35 weeks. Collection of urine was facilitated by a routine visit to the clinic or when a participant presented with preterm labor.

Urine samples (5–10 mL) were collected in polyethylene sterile tubes and held at 4°C for up to 48 h before centrifugation (2000 × g × 20 min at room temperature) and freezing of the supernatant at −70°C. Urine levels of bisphenol A and creatinine were quantified by commercial assay kits and pregnancy outcomes were blind to the investigators (BXL, TY). Bisphenol A and creatinine ELISA assay kits were from Abnova Inc. (Taipei, Taiwan). First, we tested whether bisphenol A concentrations were higher in individuals that had preterm birth versus those that did not (the reference group) with a one-tailed Mann–Whitney test. Second, we tested whether higher bisphenol A concentrations led to higher odds for preterm birth versus those without (the reference group) using multivariate logistic regression and adjusting for age, gestational age at collection, creatinine levels, body mass index, and race. We tested whether the adjusted coefficient for bisphenol A was greater than zero using a one-sided test.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic characteristics of NHANES participants reporting preterm birth

We assessed demographic differences between participants who reported a history of preterm birth and a pregnancy just prior to the time of survey (Table 1). As reported in other studies [17] we observed a higher proportion of Non-Hispanic Blacks reporting preterm birth versus no preterm birth, and a lower proportion of Mexican Americans reporting preterm birth Non-Hispanic White Americans. Those who did report a history of preterm birth tended to have lower education than those who did not. Socioeconomic status, however, appeared to be similar in the two groups. Participants who reported preterm births had slightly greater number of pregnancies than controls (mean number of 3.4 versus 2.7). Both groups reported a similar number of total live births (2.05 versus 1.9).

Table 1


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Any previous preterm (N=62)</th>
<th>No previous preterm (N=718)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age in years (SD)</td>
<td>27.8 (1.1)</td>
<td>27.5 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean number of times pregnant (SD)</td>
<td>3.4 (0.3)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES (income/poverty index) %</td>
<td>Tertile 1: 51</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tertile 2: 35</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tertile 3: 14</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race %</td>
<td>White: 58</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mexican: 7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black: 27</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other Hispanic: 4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other: 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education %</td>
<td>Less than HS: 40</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High School (HS): 24</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greater than HS: 36</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Body Mass Index (SD)</td>
<td>26.3 (1.1)</td>
<td>27.7 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Denotes unweighted sample size.
3.2. Systematic scan of environmental exposures associated with self-reported preterm birth

We examined each of the 201 environmental variables (biomarkers or direct measures of exposure) for association with self-reported history preterm birth adjusting for age, race-ethnicity, SES, educational attainment, and survey year. An adjusted odds ratio (OR) denotes risk for self-reported previous preterm birth per 1 standard deviation (SD) of change in exposure level.

Fig. 2 shows top five environmental factors ranked by p-value found in this scan and Table S2 shows results for all 201 variables as ranked by p-value/FDR. Only two factors achieved a FDR under 50%, bisphenol A and iron. However, the top findings had relatively large effects with ORs approaching two. The finding with the lowest p-value/FDR included urinary bisphenol A (adjusted OR per 1 SD of exposure level: 1.9, 95% CI: [1.4, 2.6], p = 0.002, FDR = 33%). We estimated the power for this sample size (10 participants with preterm history and 99 participants without preterm history) and effect size (OR = 2.0) for two-sided test (p-value < 0.05) to be 79% (18).

Other top findings included urinary markers of hydrocarbon exposure, such as 1-hydroxypyrene (adjusted OR: 1.8, 95% CI: [1.2, 2.9], p = 0.02) and 3-phenanthrene (adjusted OR: 2.6, 95% CI: [1.2, 5.9], p = 0.03); however the FDR for these findings were greater than 50% (56%).

Surprisingly, higher levels of serum levels of iron and a carotenoid β-cryptoxanthin were associated with preterm birth. Serum iron had an adjusted OR of 1.6 (95% CI: [1.2, 2.1], p = 0.005, FDR = 48%). Similarly, serum β-cryptoxanthin had an adjusted OR of 1.7 (95% CI: [1.1, 2.5], p = 0.02, FDR = 56%). The effects for iron were equivalent after adjustment for total iron intake (derived from a food frequency questionnaire) and total supplement use (number of supplements per day), having an adjusted OR of 1.5 (95% CI: [1.1, 2.1], p = 0.01). Adjusting for total β-cryptoxanthin intake and total supplement use, effects for serum β-cryptoxanthin were similar to the original estimate (adjusted OR: 1.6, 95% CI: [0.93, 2.70], p = 0.11).

We assessed whether inclusion of 40 lipid-adjusted variables compared to only using their whole weight counterparts could influence the results of the scan. While the lipid-adjusted point effect sizes were different than their whole-weight counterparts (Fig. S1A), they still had high p-values (Fig. S1B). The p-value range for the whole weight variables was 0.11–0.9 versus 0.05–1 lipid-adjusted variables (Fig. S1B). The FDR for the whole weight variables ranged from 70 to 100% while the FDR for the lipid-adjusted variables were 60–100%. Inclusion of lipid-adjusted variables would not have changed the reported findings.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Geometric mean BPA in cases</th>
<th>Geometric mean BPA in controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>1.9 [1.4, 2.5]</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>4.36 µg/L</td>
<td>2.10 µg/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine-/BMI-adjusted</td>
<td>2.7 [1.4, 4.8]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.52 ng/g</td>
<td>2.07 ng/g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Examination of bisphenol A in pregnant women delivering at Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital at Stanford

We re-estimated the association between bisphenol A and preterm birth adjusting for creatinine to account for urine concentration [19] and body mass index (BMI). We adjusted for BMI as a potential confounder given its association with both bisphenol A [20] and preterm birth [21]. We observed that the association persisted after creatinine and BMI adjustment with an OR of 2.6 (95% CI: [1.4, 4.8], Table 2).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preterm (N=16)</th>
<th>No preterm (N=21)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age in years (SD)</td>
<td>29.5 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race N (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1 (5.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>3 (18.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>2 (12.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>10 (62.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean gestational age at delivery week (SD)</td>
<td>32.5 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean gestational age at collection week (SD)</td>
<td>30.5 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean birthweight, grams (SD)</td>
<td>2065.2 (683.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean body mass index, kg/m² (SD)</td>
<td>27.0 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We sought to tentatively confirm maternal differences in bisphenol A in individuals having preterm birth versus not having a preterm birth, our top data-derived hypothesis, in samples obtained from a second independent cohort. We observed little to no differences in age (p = 0.5), body mass index (p = 0.2), gestational age (p = 0.9) at enrollment, or ethnicity (p = 0.5) between cases and controls (Table 3). The median of bisphenol A concentrations was 0.06 µg/mL (interquartile range of 0.069 µg/mL).

We observed that bisphenol A concentrations were nominally higher in individuals that gave preterm birth versus those that did not; however, we did not have conclusive evidence to completely validate the correlation in the Stanford-based investigation. The geometric mean of bisphenol A in individuals that gave preterm birth versus those that did not was 0.07 and 0.03 µg/mL respectively (Mann–Whitney one-sided p = 0.11). The creatinine-normalized mean of bisphenol A was 325 µg/g and 257 µg/g in individuals that gave preterm birth versus those that did not (Mann–Whitney one-sided p = 0.01). The OR for a 1 SD change in bisphenol A after adjustment for maternal age, race, creatinine, and gestational age of sample collection was 3.5 (one-sided 95% CI: [0.73, 17.00]). However, the one-sided p-value was 0.09.

4. Discussion

Enabled by publicly-available health surveys assaying 201 environmental factors in mothers, we identified a few exposures tentatively associated with self-reported preterm birth. We have extended the original scanning methodology [5–7] by testing our top finding in an external cohort. We emphasize the analyses presented here are exploratory and correlative as exposures are ultimately ascertained after pregnancy events; however, it is one
way to create hypotheses to study factors associated with prematurity birth events in larger epidemiological studies.

We found urinary biomarkers of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons exposures [22], including 3-phenanthrene and 1-hydroxypyrene (p = 0.02), associated with preterm birth. While these factors had higher FDR (>50%), they remain viable candidates for further study given associations between preterm birth and other co-existing air pollution factors, including carbon monoxide, ozone, PM10, nitrous oxide (e.g., [23–28]). In a recent study of Saudi Arabian mothers with no history of occupational or smoking exposure (N = 1497), Al Saleh and colleagues found a small and negative univariate effect of urinary 1-hydroxypyrene levels in relation to head circumference and birth weight [29]. Smoking can influence associations between 1-hydroxypyrene and preterm birth. For example, investigators have reported an association between 1-hydroxypyrene and preterm birth, but the association became null after adjustment for serum cotinine [30] or when considering smoking status of participants [31]. In an earlier investigation between environmental factors and lipid levels, we found a strong correlation between hydroxyphenyrene and serum cotinine [6]. On the other hand, few investigations have explored other components of aromatic hydrocarbon mixtures, such as phenanthrene. In a small study in Lucknow, India (29 preterm and 31 full-term births), Singh and colleagues found higher levels of biomarkers, including phenanthrene, of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in placental tissue collected right after birth. While our data-driven method is one way to address multiple environmental factors to which individuals are exposed, future studies should aim to decipher the connection between internal biomarkers of exposure, such as markers of phenanthrene and hydroxyphenyrene, and external factors and behaviors, such as PM10 and cigarette smoking, to attribute sources of exposure. In fact, 1-hydroxypyrene is the main metabolite of pyrene, which is abundant in polycromatic hydrocarbon mixtures [32].

Bisphenol A was ranked highest according to p-value and FDR. Bisphenol A is an omnipresent and prevalent compound used in industrial and commercial products, such as part of the resin in tin cans and plastic containers [33–35]. The concentrations we observed in individuals with a history of preterm birth were larger than overall means for women in the NHANES survey [36]. In a recent nested case-control study (N = 60) of Mexico City mothers, Cantonwine and colleagues observed an adjusted OR of 1.9 (95% CI [0.93, 3.91]) for concentrations of urinary bisphenol A [37], but these results were not significant.

We performed an exploratory study investigating the association between bisphenol A and preterm birth in a group of consenting mothers who attended Stanford Medical Clinics. While we observed a nominal difference in bisphenol A levels (similar to Cantonwine and colleagues [37]), the adjusted association was not significant (adjusted p = 0.09); however, the OR were greater than 1 in all investigations, including the initial scan (adjusted OR of 3.5 and 2.6 respectively). The lack of significance could be due to (but not limited to) the small sample size of the study, a spurious finding, and/or misclassification of the measurement. The half-life of bisphenol A in human tissue is under discussion in the literature [38] and misclassification due to a small half-life can negatively influence the association. Further, we acknowledge that the accuracy of ELISA to measure bisphenol A in human samples is also under debate [34]. Multiple techniques have been used to measure total bisphenol A in human urine. In NHANES, the CDC assayed urinary bisphenol A using solid-phase extraction coupled with isotope dilution-HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography)-mass spectrometry (MS)/MS. This assay method is considered as the “gold standard” for urine monitoring analysis because of its high level accuracy, negligible interference, and ability to identify chemical structures [36]. However, this method is limited by its high cost per sample and technical complexity with mass spectrometric analysis, making it impractical for many studies. The ELISA method is considered as less specific and can detect substances other than bisphenol A and its conjugates, including other phenols [39] and thus may overestimate the amount of chemical present. However, the ELISA method is an accessible method for exploratory analysis [34]. While error in ELISA measurement can dilute the OR estimate, error correlated with preterm birth status was unlikely.

Preterm birth is likely a multifactorial condition and, if not spurious, the role of bisphenol A in preterm birth is not clear. One path might be through changes in fetal growth. Maternal human levels of bisphenol A have been shown to lower fetal growth rates, including on weight (an overall difference of −68.3 g for women who had >4.2 μg/g bisphenol A) and head circumference (−3.9 cm for women who had >4.2 μg/g bisphenol A) [40]. However, a previous study has shown null associations between bisphenol A and newborn body size [41]. Bisphenol A is a compound that may mimic estrogen [42] and there are numerous pathways that estrogen receptor regulates [43]. In rodent systems in both males and pregnant females, investigators have observed a range of effects for “low doses” (e.g., resulting in levels equivalent to that found in human serum) of bisphenol A, involving metabolism, immune function and inflammation (as reviewed in [44]. It is hypothesized that inflammation response may influence preterm birth as observed in animal models [45] and, in mouse systems, cytokine and antibody production can be modulated by bisphenol A [46]. Bisphenol A has been associated with chronic conditions including increased body mass index [47,48], a risk factor for preterm birth. Specifically, Carwile and colleagues reported an OR for obesity of 1.85 (quartile 2 versus lowest quartile of bisphenol A; 95% CI: [1.2, 2.8]) [48] and Wang and colleagues reported OR of 1.5 (highest versus lowest quartile of bisphenol A; 95% CI: [1.15, 1.97]) [47]. Both toxicological and larger epidemiological studies must now decipher the role, if any, of bisphenol A in the pathways toward risk for preterm birth.

A major source of bisphenol A mainly occurs through the diet [49] including from the lining of metal food and drink cans (e.g., [50]). Thus, a mixture of other diet-related environmental factors, associated with canned food consumption may be in turn associated with preterm birth risk. However, as of this writing, there are a few studies to imply diets correlated to canned food consumption associated with preterm birth risk. Xue and colleagues found an association between higher levels of mercury consumption (>90th percentile of hair mercury concentration) and women who delivered before 35 weeks of gestation, and further, it was posited that greatest source of mercury came from canned fish [51]. In our study, we observed total serum mercury was associated with nominally greater odds of preterm birth (OR: 1.2), but the result was insignificant (p = 0.2). Other investigations have implicated both sugar and artificially sweetened soft drinks with preterm birth risk, but the container source of these drinks was not specified [52,53]. Unfortunately, in this exploratory investigation we lacked participants with preterm history that had all environmental factors measured simultaneously; therefore we could not model their simultaneous (e.g., additive or interaction) effect on odds for preterm birth.

While our approach was novel in its search for environmental factors connected with preterm birth, we acknowledge some drawbacks. First, sample sizes for many environmental factors tested were small, especially for our top finding, and we may be underpowered to detect smaller effects (at low FDR) of many environmental factors. Second, NHANES is a cross-sectional and observational survey, and thus our results may be confounded or reverse-causal. For example, our top findings included a positive correlation between nutrients, including higher serum iron levels and the carotenoid β-cryptoxanthin, and preterm birth that persisted even after accounting for food intake and total supplement use. We hypothesize these findings to be indicative of
behavior or “reverse-causality” bias. For example, iron deficiency anemia is linked to preterm birth risk \([54]\) and the positive association may indicate supplement use behavior enriched in individuals who reported a history of preterm birth. The positive association between β-cryptoxanthin, a carotenoid nutrient and precursor to vitamin A, and preterm birth may indicate preventive behavior after the preterm birth has occurred. Nevertheless, we emphasize that these are hypotheses and we lack data, to infer the causal relationship between these factors and preterm birth.

The initial data-driven scan consisted of many different types of factors, ranging from persistent serum-assayed organic pollutants to others that had shorter half-lives such as urine-measured phenols, including bisphenol A. These differences may result in differences in classification. For example, the shorter half-life of phenols or phthalates may result in misclassification. If this error was not dependent on whether participants had a history of preterm birth, then the initial scan may have lacked power to detect these factors. Second, factors were measured on different number of individuals, also leading to a difference in power. Importantly, the exposure event detected for factors with shorter half-lives was most after the birth event. The nature of these data did not permit us to deduce whether higher exposures a year after the preterm birth event would have been similarly higher or lower before the actual preterm birth event. In future studies considering factors with short half lives such as bisphenol A and pregnancy outcomes, it will be necessary to capture exposure with repeated measurements [55].

The actual interval of time between the preterm birth event and the collected measurements was not known. While we examined participants who had just given birth one year prior the survey, we were not able to ascertain whether that particular birth was the one that was actually preterm. Further, we lacked information regarding type of preterm birth and as a result could not consider fully prior history of preterm birth in the data-driven scan.

Relatively, self-reported history of preterm birth may also be prone to error or recall bias and can influence ORs. Several investigations have shown that mothers can recall birth events such as preterm delivery with reasonable accuracy when interviewed few years after the birth event [56,57] with 80–90% agreement. However, Tate and colleagues have shown that while maternal recall of child birth weight was accurate overall (average difference between actual birthweight and recalled value was close to 0), recall was different depending on race/ethnicity and socioeconomic status of individuals; for example individuals who were not British white or of lower socioeconomic status were more likely to recall discrepant birth weights [58]. NHANES reflects the mixed ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds of the United States; therefore, error or bias may be more likely for some individuals versus others.

## 5. Conclusions

Despite these drawbacks, we have taken a hypothesis-generating approach employing our systematic analysis methodology to help investigators decipher how over 200 factors of the “exposome” [59] – the totality of environmental exposures from birth onwards [60] – may (or may not) influence adverse outcomes related to human development and reproduction, such as preterm birth [61]. We emphasize that given the correlational nature of the exploratory screen and the lack of conclusive results from small verification study, the top finding, bisphenol A, must be examined in a larger epidemiological study to ascertain risk for preterm birth.
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